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The ‘Company’

Loanshark

In this vast country of economic property I continue to find myself in a company that is really nasty. It is why do I persist. For those naive readers that believe that everything is legal and honest allow me to enlighten you as to the characteristics of hardbargaining.

First of all it is a big business. It is a company that can explain issues and supported by these people who at one time or another were not in need of fast money. It is a money of old men and town and growing generational. The main idea is to have a person, who needs some quick money to take a loan at a 5% interest rate per week. Many contacts can be made through a local ‘hustler’ or a friend who has done business with this company before. Then is that the money borrowed must be paid back in a lump sum and the interest or VIG must be paid weekly.

Let us imagine the following: the VIG is $500 a week. This amount is not unattainable from the original loan. The company that has been there has not really concerned in the original investment. They are concerned with the VIG. A loss of $500 for a period of 5 weeks will cost the borrower $2500. The ideal situation for a

Company is in loan out $10,000. They try to keep this amount an absolute ‘old’ in a way that you may use it. This will bring in an income of $1,000 per week. As you can see the number of agents increase. Can you see a company with 2 agents keeping $100 per agent on the market?

Some companies have greater than fewer; one of the companies is under 20 agents, have their own collection agency, and have their own bookkeepers. Police protection or vice-performance is usually accomplished easily enough. Any gangster moves from the area it will display this is still in existence. The strangest are still there and although their methods have become more sophisticated, still are capable of winning VIG's from people who can a VIG. Although bodies are still used as in a formal style the VIG's are still collected.

Why is a company such as this allowed to survive and operate? The same reason many students get jobs and don't understand. Favors, payoffs, contacts, and the lack of awareness on the part of individuals.

A campaign to bring fully collective bargaining to Bridgewater State College has been announced. The Bridgewater State College Faculty Association (BSCFA) has been formed by John Kent, been launched by the BSC Board of Trustees.

The initial cost to open the Center will be $5,000. The opening cost will be $1,000. The Center is already collected. United Ministry Board $5,000, SNEA $5,000, MTA $10,000, MTF $10,000.

Collective Bargaining At BSC?

As an Ad Hoc Committee to bring fully support for collective bargaining at Bridgewater State College the Association's Executive Committee.

The President of the Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA), according to an announcement made by Dr. Edith C. Rodgers, MTA Field Representative for Higher Education.

Many state and community colleges in Massachusetts are engaged in collective bargaining, including Fitchburg, Salem and North Shore Community College. This is the largest state-based system in the Commonwealth.
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There is a young man who was born in an obscure village, the child of a peasant woman. He grew up in another village. He worked in a carpenter shop until he was thirty, and there was nothing special about his life.

One day he was offered a job as a Religious Leader. He said no.

When he was dead, he was laid to rest in a borrowed grave, the Portal of the Man of Sorrows.

Let us remember that we ourselves are here for a reason. We believe in the power of Christ's Life, Love, and Sacrifice. Let us honor his memory and strive to live as he did.

The Perfect Gift!

DON'T WAIT TILL THE LAST MINUTE!!

Don't Put Off Your Christmas Shopping (like you did in studying for your exams) until the last minute. GRANTS has a gift for everyone on your list!!

DON'T FORGET LITTLE BROTHER!

A Tie ... Why Knot?

Guys - Some Cosmetics

For That Special Girl!

SHOP EARLY! SHOP GRANTS!
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The Women's Volleyball Team Ends Winning Season

Lowell. The Bridgewater State College Volleyball team capped their season last Thursday night with a victory over a very determined Lowell Tech squad. This victory is the third this season for the BSC men's team. The Bears captured two of the three matches, with John Johnson winning the first match (11-3), and Dave Masi winning the 2000 yard (2:04.8), Bob Johnston winning the 1000 yard (2:26.1), and Dan Beauregard winning the 100 yard freestyle (52.5), and Dan Beauregard winning the 100 yard freestyle (52.5). The Bears travelled to Lowell with a light squad and many players were badly needed by the BSC schools.

BSC Mermen Sink Lowell
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HAMLENS
Fish & Chips
8 Broad St.
Bridgewater
TEL. 697-7157

30% OFF ALL ART SUPPLIES
at T. DRISCOLLS PAINT & SUPPLY STORE
Bridgewater Center

ATTENTION:
Fully Paid SNEA Members Come Pick Up Your Magazines In The Office
**Basketball**

BSC Flu Epidemic Doesn’t Hurt Bears

**Hockey**

Bears Claw Assumption

Sometimes that unexpected surprise becomes one of the most pleasant things to recall.

Well, one of the most pleasant surprises of the empty net game here at BSC was delivered last Thursday evening up in the Wilk City of Salem State.

Coach Knudson, with a slender crew of eight men, travelled north wondering what the effect of the absence of Joe Wise (ESC’s leading scorer) and Bill Brown would be on his opening night versus the relatively unknown squad of Joe Wilson & Company.

BSC finished the night without the services of a top heavy scoring performer like Joe Wilson and a man who was, you guessed it, to lead off with your lobbers like Danистем купить. It’s just one of your hopes somewhat.

Salem State was no slouch, either. They were taller and had five hard go places. So, in view of all the circumstances here was only one thing the Bears could do...

Well disciplined basketball and a well structured game plan was the keynote to the contest.

BSC’s basketball team that always bounces, asked as well as the Nevada bound coaches. They played a patient, patient pin point passing game and cut off with a big victory.

There was one here for the Bears fans with a host of the new recruits and their brothers in arms.

It was a complete team effort for the Bears with fine work from Debo and his players. Kevin McCarthy, Ken Ottarioano, Bill Monahan, Bob Taylor, Joe Desouza and Brian Sheperd.

The game began (all in a highly commendable effort). Their thirteen goals not only proved for Assumption as they were good enough to get them their first two goals, but also was a slight stretch of time when it was a matter of a goal in every minute.

Weston Tinkham and Matt Meitdes came in and began to run. The junior guard connected twice, and drew the foul to try to get the ball back.
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Bob Waters

**LOU’S VARIETY**

134 Broad St. Bridgewater

G时代-ny brand- $3.99 a carton.

**ACADEMY BOWL**

**Special Student Rates**

WITH ID’s

OPEN 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

60 Broad St. Tel: 697-6738

**Randolph**

**Italioan CUnen**

136 Broad St. Bridgewater

Good luck to the Youth of America